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EDITORS WORD.
For May, there is just one thing that comes to mind and is discussed amongst runners. That little doddle of a
race where the sun rises, at the last outpost, the big C. The toughest and longest road race on the South
African calendar, and yet 18000 souls entered for Comrades! Why? Each will have their own reason for doing
it. What is yours? Tell me your story and send it to me, please. Me, well my arm was twisted, a bit, but looking
forward to see if I can still do it, and of course to be with my running friends and family.
To those going to Comrades, this is the last stretch. Do not do anything out of the ordinary in your training;
keep doing what has been working for you. You cannot make up any lost training sessions nor can you increase
your fitness to a level above your current ability, you will pick up an injury. Relax, go and enjoy the race.
Enjoy the atmosphere, the vibe between the runners, put your head down, persevere and remember, as long
as you can go forward, you can finish the race. AND, even a very slow jog, is faster than walking. If you do walk,
walk with determination, purposefully with the finish line your ultimate goal. Go for it! Do not give up on your
dream! Keep pushing; you can rest after you crossed the finish line.
BUT. - Please read the article on taking painkillers with exercise. Please refrain from taking painkillers just to
keep going.
Winter is here and the sun is setting earlier every day. Dress warmly after your run; keep any type of cold or flu
at bay. Stay away from people with a cold. You cannot afford to go to Comrades ill. If you have a cold, consult a
doctor if you have any doubts if you should run or not.
When you go out for a run, dress in bright and light colours so that you are seen. Please wear a reflective belt.
(As for time trial.)
Thank you to Elizma for sharing her Iron Man “Lady”, experience. Well done, but I shall keep looking at her as a
lady, not a man!!
All the best for those going to the Big C. May your effort in training bring you the result you deserve.

(Roelof2610@gmail.com.)
WORDS OF WISDOM: “Whatever honour there is in giving up, I want no part of it”
Greg Evans.
Remember this for Comrades, so true..(R)
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Steve

A word from the Chairman.
The chairman has once again not sent me his punishment article, but he is forgiven once
again.
He has promised a nice long article about his escapade to Two Oceans on his Harley, flat
tyre, the run and the rain and all in between.
We shall keep him to his word. Waiting patiently....

WORDS OF WISDOM: -

Self-Pity.
“I never saw a wild thing sorry for itself. A small bird will drop frozen dead from a bough
without ever having felt sorry for itself.”
D.H. Lawrence

Lawrence emphasizes that humans, of all animals, have the greatest ability of self-pity, perhaps more than most animals. He
also communicates that a human can express more self-pity, self-loathing, and low self-esteem in seemingly small
occurrences (like failing a class in school, for example), as opposed to other animals (like a small bird) who live much
shorter lives, and may not have an equal capacity of thought. Humans tend to always look behind them; our past sins and
failures prevent us from living in the moment as animals do because we're always looking back at life, or dreading looking
back because of what is there. (Used in the Movie; G.I. Jane)

Time Trail.
The most important Club weekly meeting to have in your diary . New TIME 17:30

IMPORTANT !!

New TIME 17:30

With the sun beginning to set earlier as winter is fast approaching,

PLEASE

Start wearing white or bright colours to Time Trial with the
Reflective bib you got at the AGM.
We need to be safety conscious whilst running.
Thank you!

This is where we as a Club meet, run a bit, socialize some more and where you can find out about upcoming
races. Flyers of upcoming races are available.
We invite all to come and join us on a Tuesday at 17H30. Walkers are welcome too.

Our RAT Race on Aprils fool day was won by Antoon Lombard with just a 4 second difference. Well done
Antoon. (Sorry Gys, you lost this time, because you had to tie your shoelace!)

The Race Against Time takes place every first Tuesday of the month, with a bring and braai afterwards. Please
join us for a nice little social after the running bit.
Group runs at / from 06h00 from Virgin Active, normally planned at the Time Trial start. Wiesenhof
Breakfast afterwards – 3 Cup a Coffee!!

Words to ponder !
thingamajig
\ THING-uh-muh-jig \ , noun;
Informal. a gadget or other thing for which the speaker does not know or has
forgotten the name.
Quotes:
“Why, a thingamajig . For dogs, you know.” Sally nodded. “Oh, a thingamajig for dogs? Now
I understand.” -- P. G. Wodehouse, The Adventures of Sally , 1921
“You have to punch out the questions on that thingamajig , and the answers come out on
tape from the whatchamacallits. You can't just talk to it.” A doubt crossed his fine face.
-- Kurt Vonnegut, Player Piano , 1952
Origin:
The origins of thingamajig are unknown, though it first appeared in English in the 1870s. It
is an extended form of the word thing that likely came from an earlier form, thingum .

Birthday Celebration:
Congratulations to
Andre Greeff
Have a blessed day.

who is celebrating his birthday on the 7th of May.

TRAINING ADVICE.
Comrades do’s and don’ts

Do not change your diet.
Eat what you normally eat in the days before a race. Beware of curries, oily food, it might be
tempting to try that Indian curry, but boet, you are going to know it! Clean burning Sasol all the way!
I know of a club runner who “heard” that Bruce Fordyce eats a black forest cake and drink red grape
juice the night before. He was running all right , he was doing trial running to the bushes, the whole
of Comrades.
Clothing, Shoes and socks.
Use your trusted allies. Do not wear brand new shoes or socks. Rather use an older pair that you
know did not give you blisters on a Ultra or at least a marathon. Remember the Vaseline.
Sleep.
You will sleep badly the night before, that is fact. So ensure a good nights’ rest the previous night.
Sleep late, rest properly.
Food on the road.
Enjoy a potato, piece of banana or bread, etc. but do not overdo it though, you have to carry that
weight to the finish line.
Money.
Have a couple of bob in your pocket. I once begged an ice cream from the spectators as I had no
money with me. I just wanted it and it was delicious!
Running bag.
Check it and check it again. Ensure you have everything. Once in Durban it is too late!
Shoes, socks, Chip, vest, shorts, Vaseline, pills or energy sachets, etc..
Conclusion.
Do not do anything different than what you did for any other normal race. Stay with what you are
comfortable with. What you haven’t tested before, do not test it on Comrades day!!
Remember the Timing chip!!

Older runners: keep those legs pumping !

(HealthDay, Kathleen Doheny)

For runners lacing up their jogging shoes at age 60 and beyond, there's encouraging news and notso-encouraging news, according to new research.
"The good news is that as we age, we maintain good running economy," said study leader Timothy
Quinn, an associate professor of exercise science at the University of New Hampshire.
Running economy refers to how efficiently your body uses oxygen at a specific pace. The less this
"oxygen cost", the longer you can run. When it comes to oxygen cost, Quinn found that runners past
age 60 ''are no different than the 22-year-old runners, which is kind of amazing".
Yet, as runners age, they typically slow down, Quinn said. Based on his study of runners ages 18 to
60-plus, he said this decline could result from loss of strength, muscle power and flexibility, rather
than running economy differences. And these declines can be addressed, he said.
For the study, Quinn and his team evaluated 51 men and women, all strong runners. One group was
18 to 39 years old, another 40 to 59 and the third 60 and older. All had finished first, second or third
place in their age categories in local running events. They logged, on average, from 40 to nearly 70
miles a week.
On average, the men 60-plus ran a 5K race (about 3.1 miles) in 20 minutes; the women 60-plus in
nearly 27 minutes.
For perspective, the 5K New Hampshire state record for men 60-plus is about 18 minutes; for
women, about 23. The study appears in the issue of the Journal of Strength and Conditioning
Research.
Body strength
Besides looking at each runner's use of oxygen, the researchers also tested the runners' upper and
lower body strength, flexibility and muscle power and their "VO2 max" – maximum oxygen capacity.
In those areas, the older runners fell short of the younger ones. "What we found was there is a big
difference in strength, especially in the upper body," Quinn said.
Runners need upper-body strength, he said, because the arms provide a lot of the ''drive", especially
when running uphill.
The upper-body strength in the 60-plus runners was about half what the younger groups had, Quinn
said. The older runners also had about half the flexibility of the younger runners. Less flexibility can
affect stride length and step frequency, accounting for slower times.
The muscle power of the older group was lower, too.
The shortcomings can be addressed, Quinn said. Weight training for a half hour or so twice a week
could build strength, he said. Engaging in plyometrics – also called jump training – could help with
muscle power. Plyometrics stretches the muscles, then contracts them, to strengthen them.
He also suggested stretching after running, which could help maintain flexibility.

Maintaining running economy
The finding that older runners maintain their ''running economy'' doesn't surprise Jeff Galloway, a
1972 Olympian who directs marathon training program. He wrote the book "Running Until You're
100" and estimated he has helped train more than 50,000 runners who are 60-plus.
Galloway said he is not too concerned about the lack of flexibility and other declines noted in the
new study. Even younger distance runners lose flexibility, he said, citing other studies.
With age, Galloway said, "the body finds intuitive ways of running more efficiently". For instance, he
said, younger runners have a tendency to bounce because they have more muscle power. With age,
as muscle power declines, older runners adapt by running lower to the ground, taking more steps
per minute and other measures, he said.
Overall, Quinn's findings are good, Galloway said. "The one caution I have among the age group over
50 or 60 is, if you try to change Mother Nature too much by doing intense work, bad things can
happen." He cites cases of runners doing intense weight work and suffering injuries that benched
them from running for a time.

What Not to Say to Runners -

By Christine Luff

Once you've been running long enough, you'll inevitably encounter some naysayers who don't like,
can't appreciate, or just don't understand your running habit (or obsession). Some of them will make
comments that are ignorant, silly, just plain clueless, mean, and – yes -- sometimes very
entertaining. To help non-runners avoid offending their running friends, here's a list of comments
that runners just don't want to hear:
•"Why are you so slow?"
•"Why do you run? It's SO boring!"
•"You run so much -- why haven't you lost weight?"
•"Why didn't you beat your time from last year?"
•"You're running another marathon? Why would you do that?"
•"So when do you think you'll qualify for Boston?
•"I get tired driving that far!"
•"So how far is this marathon?"
•"Running will ruin your knees!"
•"Don't you know people die running marathons?"
•"Why would you pay that much just to run a race?"
•"You're almost there!" (when the finish line is nowhere in sight)
•"So what if you're injured? I'd be happy if a doctor told me I couldn't run a race!"
•"Oh, so everyone gets a medal at the end?"
•"I thought runners were supposed to be skinny!"
•"So did you win?"
•"I tried running once –- I hated it!"
•"I would run but I don't like to sweat that much."
•"I didn't think old people could run that far!"
•"I did a marathon once -- it was one of the 5K ones."
• (to a pregnant runner) "Are you trying to have the baby while you're running or something?"
• "Who cares if you have a race tomorrow? Just have a beer!"

A profile from...Stephen en Louise Smith
Bruce Fordyce said "Go to Comrades slightly undertrained and a bit overweight" .
This is serious advice, and important to follow. That is why we did not run from the 27 March to the
7 April.
However we practised walking for Comrades, and we did some serious "carbo" loading. (See
photos...). To take our mind off training we went to a show or 5 at the KKNK. We mingled with nonrunners just to get perspective.
We will tell you after Comrades if this was good advice.

AT THE RACES

Steve Jackson and Sharon Zeelie ready to go! (Wayne Pienaar just visible on Steve’s left)

Upcoming Races – MAY 2014
Date

Day

Prov

Event

Distance

Time

Venue

Club

1-May

Thu

AGN

Wally Hayward Marathon

42\21\10\5

6:30

Zwartkops High School

Alpha Cent

1-May

Thu

Bol

Safari Wellington race

21\5

7:00

Hugenote High School

Wellington AC

3-May

Sat

FS

Wilge Marathon

42\21\10

7:00

NG Kerk Frankfort

Sasolburg AC

4-May

Sun

CGA

Colgate

32\15\5

6:30

Boksburg Stad

Boksburg

10-May

Sat

AGN

Jackie Mekler

25\10\5

6:00

DSC Thaba Tshwane

PMMC

10-May

Sat

FS

NG Kerk Vaalpark

21\10

8:00

Vaalpark, Sasolburg

Sasolburg AC

11-May

Sun

CGA

Randburg Harriers

21\10\5

7:00

Randbrg Sports Complex

Randburg H

17-May

Sat

FS

Zio Cash & Carry 10km

10

8:00

Flavius Mareka, Sasolburg

Sasolburg AC

18-May

Sun

CGA

RAC 10km

10\10W

8:00

Old Parktonians

Rand AC

1-Jun

Sun KZN Comrades
Marathon

89

5:30 Pietermarizburg City
Hall

CMA

PRE COMRADES RUN: 7Th May 2013 - 06H30.
Die jaarlikse pre-run vanaf Michael Gaade se huis te Lochvaal vind weer plaas op 7 Mei. Atlete wat wil
deelneem op die dag moet asseblief vir Louise Smith kontak voor 30 April sodat ons kan weet vir hoeveel
atlete ons moet Coke en Water voorsien. Dis gratis tensy jy jou eie doepa op die pad wil hê.
Ons kort ook mense wat waterpunte kan doen. E-mail Louise asseblief by: louise4567@gmail.com.
Dankie.

Sheffield runners defy cancellation and roadblocks
to finish half-marathon theguardian.com, Sunday 6 April 2014
Thousands of runners complete route after race is cancelled because of lack of water, despite
police attempts to stop them

Louis and Grace Mitchell hand out water during the Sheffield half-marathon after organisers said their supplier
had not delivered any. Photograph: @lizforcards
The Sheffield half-marathon descended into chaos on Sunday as organisers officially cancelled it due to lack of
adequate water supplies – but many competitors ran on, with no idea it had been called off.
Some 5,000 runners were gathered at the start line when organisers suddenly announced the race could not go
ahead on safety grounds as expected water bowsers had not arrived.
But not all runners heard the announcement, and as defiant front runners decided to go anyway, others followed
in the mistaken belief the race had officially started.
Police initially tried to set up road blocks to stop them, but swiftly decided it was safer to let them continue.
As news of the water shortage was broadcast, well-wishers lined the 13-mile route handing out water they had
brought themselves.
Furious participants condemned the organisation as a shambles but praised the community spirit that led
Sheffield's unofficial half-marathon to be dubbed "the people's race".
Insp Neil Mutch of South Yorkshire police told the BBC: "We attempted to convince runners not to carry on,
but decided it was a lesser risk to let them run the race."
Runner Helen Moody, 36, from Sheffield, said the race had been delayed, and she heard some booing, but when
others started running she set off with no idea it had been halted. "I've seen stories saying we all carried on
regardless [of the cancellation] but most of us didn't know," she said. "The amazing part was that random people
were just handing out water bottles. Costa Coffee were handing out little cups of water. There were people who
had washed out litre cartons of milk and were handing those out – so it won't have damaged the reputation of
Sheffield."
Rick Long, 47, from Sheffield, who also completed the race, said: "I only found out it was cancelled on the
radio in the car on my way home."

"The start was a total fiasco," he said, adding there was no official information for the delay. "Then at about
9.50am the front runners set off. I was about 200 back and there was no police stopping people running. No one
around me had any idea that it had been called off."
Throughout the city, families left their homes on hearing the news to hand out refreshments they had bought
themselves. On Ecclesall Road local shops ran out of bottled water.
Daisy Cole, 26, whose cousin and uncle were among those scheduled to run, and who handed out eight bottles,
said: "I think it is pretty shocking, really, and it looks bad for Sheffield."
Nichoela Lafferty, 44, planning to cheer on her husband, said he had texted her to say it was running late due to
technical difficulties. "And then word of mouth went round that there was no water on the route.
"It's a bit of a farce really. People have been let down."
Emer Murphy, who also completed the run, later posted on the Guardian website: "To be honest most people
weren't aware it had been cancelled," adding: "The people of Sheffield were amazing, handing out water and
jelly babies."
Organisers later tweeted "Those who crossed the finish line with their race number will be timed and we'll be
providing a list of all finishers and their times."
Margaret Lilley, chair of the race organisers, told the BBC: "The company we had asked to supply bowsers for
the route did not arrive this morning." The race was cancelled on safety grounds, but, she said, "the runners
decided they wanted to go on the run anyway". The roads were closed and volunteer marshals already in place,
she said.
"It is embarrassing, yes, and we will be carrying out investigation into why the water we were expecting didn't
arrive.
"We are sure that everybody has finished their run safely, and we want to thank everybody who did help at the
last minute."
Nick Clegg, deputy prime minister and Sheffield Hallam MP, said: "Everyone deserves a full explanation of
how this farcical situation was allowed to happen. Sheffield is an outstanding city of sport. The extraordinary
scenes today shouldn't tarnish that reputation.
"The fact that runners who had carried on regardless were still well supplied with water thanks to spectators tells
you everything you need to know about Sheffield people."
The BBC's Football Focus presenter, Dan Walker, who was watching the run, said of the city's good Samaritans:
"It's good to see the people of Sheffield have turned out anyway. They're determined even if the organisers have
slightly messed things up. It shows the spirit of the people of Sheffield."
Asked whether he'd ever heard of anything like this happening before, he responded: "Never."
"When you organise a half-marathon, you think what do we need? We need a course, we need some cordons
and we need water. To not have one of those three, well you've left yourself open to a bit of criticism really," he
added.
Of the police attempt to set up road blocks, he said: "It sounds like they turned it into a bit of a steeplechase."
(Maybe VAAL should do the organizing!! ®)

RACE RESULTS
Jackie Gibson 42km race - 2014-03-30
Position Initials
Surname
Finish Time
122
R
Van Wyk
03:18:06
126
G
Van Den Berg
03:18:30
415
J
Burger
03:48:48
793
D
Smith
04:09:17
1059
W
Pienaar
04:21:34
1841
B
Korte
04:57:54

Allan Ferguson (CGA) 21km race - 2014-03-30
Position Initials Surname
Finish Time
126
R
Mouton
01:37:53
1367
C
Jee
02:46:36

ALAN ROBB 32KM & 15KM – 6 APRIL 2014

The 15km is fairly easy, while the 32km features a
couple of hills. The race is run through surrounding suburbs. The race is run in honour of Alan Robb,
a 4 TIMES Comrades winner who completed his 40th Comrades in 2013. He is also a member of
Germiston Callies AC.

Harcourt Alan Robb (CGA) 32km race - 2014-04-06
Position
54
56
168
570
606
1129

Initials
R
G
J
P
W
H

Surname
Van Wyk
Van Den Berg
Burger
Nicolas
Pienaar
Nicolas

Finish Time
02:20:51
02:20:59
02:40:35
03:10:03
03:12:25
03:52:46

Harcourt Alan Robb (CGA) 15km race - 2014-04-06
Position
100
110
111
709

Initials
A
R
E
R

Surname
Burger
Hamilton
Hamilton
Enders

Finish Time
01:11:18
01:13:33
01:13:34
01:45:15

Birchwood (CGA) 21km race - 2014-04-13
Position Initials
Surname
Finish Time
187
J
Burger
01:47:27

Name

Age

Ultras

Halfs
1

Race

Race No

Start

28 km

42 km

50 km

Half

77694

Half

77422

01:38:45
02:31:31

ARMAND BURGER

17

RUAN MOUTON

23

ANELDA OOSTHUIZEN

38

4

Half

77436

MARIA JACOBS

44

4

Half

79480

00:00:14

02:34:36

HELEN NICOLAS

33

1

Half

60464

00:02:30

02:38:45

SIMON PIENAAR

22

1

Half

78193

00:03:17

02:49:13

ROELOF VAN WYK

52

18

2

Ultra

1296

00:01:41

02:06:02

03:15:51

03:54:11

04:19:03

JACQUES BURGER

42

4

Ultra

20686

00:01:43

02:04:10

03:14:34

03:58:52

04:28:52

GYS VAN DEN BERG

39

9

Ultra

10121

00:01:41

02:06:02

03:15:52

04:08:50

04:44:38

KHABI MOTAUNG

53

3

Ultra

22762

00:03:01

02:17:30

03:49:24

04:50:30

05:27:50

PAUL NICOLAS

33

1

Ultra

22289

00:03:42

02:40:27

04:07:40

05:03:16

05:38:20

CLINT HOWES

53

Ultra

26692

00:03:12

02:26:55

03:49:31

04:55:12

05:40:24

DAVID SMITH

47

11

Ultra

4382

00:02:18

02:34:19

04:05:33

05:04:53

05:44:01

WAYNE PIENAAR

31

2

Ultra

21628

00:04:19

02:44:34

04:16:02

05:12:24

05:49:19

COR GREY

50

4

Ultra

21731

00:04:17

02:49:58

04:22:55

05:21:15

05:57:42

STEPHEN SMITH

44

14

Ultra

3760

00:02:53

02:41:44

04:19:54

05:22:46

06:06:19

STEPHEN JACKSON

56

2

Ultra

31608

00:04:37

02:54:34

04:33:07

05:32:48

06:16:49

LOUISE SMITH

52

4

4

Ultra

23678

00:04:40

02:55:41

04:37:52

05:38:15

06:19:24

JAN PAULUS KOORTS

55

1

1

Ultra

22657

00:04:02

02:55:46

04:36:39

05:38:14

06:19:24

LUKE FITZELL

43

18

Ultra

2294

00:02:06

02:44:44

04:26:20

05:37:01

06:22:43

2

00:00:14

Finish
01:36:10

Official Statement: Water Challenges on
Chapman's Peak
(Edited version)
First, we would like to apologise for the inconvenience and frustration caused
Background


The international standard for marathon and ultra-marathon distances is to have refreshment stations spaced at
5km intervals. Due to local climate conditions, the South African standard is to have a refreshment station
every 3km.



We prepared a total of 875,000 water sachets for the various refreshment stations, and each Chapman’s Peak
station was equipped with 2,000 litres of water in containers.
What happened on Chapman’s Peak?
Subsequent to receiving feedback from both refreshment station personnel and eyewitness accounts received
from runners affected, we can confirm the following:






No refreshment station ran out of water but instead, started to run low on biodegradable cups. However,
normal Coke cups were available as a back-up. Our refreshment station manager was in constant contact with
the various stations to ascertain the need to use the back-up and/or deploy the emergency plan. At no point was
this required.
While cups were pre-filled to accommodate the influx of runners, refreshment station personnel could not
replenish the water table stock fast enough. In addition the nature of the biodegradable cups prevented us from
filling them too far in advance as they would have disintegrated.
We received feedback from runners that fellow athletes poured multiple cups of water over themselves to cool
down, before throwing the cups away.
Our learnings and what we will do for 2015
Due to the constant negative feedback about water sachets polluting the environment – despite having ample
rubbish bins along the route -we decided to use biodegradable cups on the most ecologically sensitive section of
the route: Chapman’s Peak.
While water cups are standard at cycling and multisport events, runners are still used to water sachets and the
associated “grab-drink-discard”ritual.
While our refreshment station volunteers are trained in the art of handing out water, we could have placed a
stronger emphasis on cup distribution. This is something we will focus on for 2015.
Another important learning is that, despite our best intentions, people struggle to run with cups and have to
come to a complete stop or walk in order to drink. We are currently investigating alternative solutions around
this, including small bottles and biodegradable sachets.
On the topic of biodegradable sachets: this was our first choice for use on Chapman’s Peak, but because their
lifespan is very short, we were unable to fill the number of sachets required in such a short space of time ahead
of the race. Biodegradable cups were our only practical option for 2014, but as technological advancements go,
we are once again investigating biodegradable sachets for 2015.
Mutual responsibility
As runners, regardless of the race you participate in, it is your responsibility to use the water given to you
sensibly while taking cognisance of the needs of our fellow runners.
The reality is, if we want to continue using the Table Mountain National Park as our race route, we must
actively work towards a cleaner event.

HEALTH INFORMATION.

BANANAS
After Reading THIS, you'll NEVER look at a banana in the same way again!
Bananas Containing three natural sugars - sucrose, fructose and glucose combined with fiber, a banana gives
an instant, sustained and substantial boost of energy. Research has proven that just two bananas provide
enough energy for a strenuous 90-minute workout. No wonder the banana is the number one fruit with the
world's leading athletes But energy isn't the only way a banana can help us keep fit. It can also help overcome
or prevent a substantial number of illnesses and conditions, making it a must to add to our daily diet.
Depression:
According to a recent survey undertaken by MIND amongst people suffering from depression, many felt much
better after eating a banana. This is because bananas contain tryptophan, a type of protein that the body
converts into serotonin, known to make you relax, improve your mood and generally make you feel happier.
PMS:
Forget the pills -- eat a banana. The vitamin B6 it contains regulates blood glucose levels, which can affect
your mood.
Anemia:
High in iron, bananas can stimulate the production of hemoglobin in the blood and so helps in cases of
anemia.
Blood Pressure:
This unique tropical fruit is extremely high in potassium yet low in salt, making it the perfect way to beat
blood pressure. So much so, the US Food and Drug Administration has just allowed the banana industry to
make official claims for the fruit's ability to reduce the risk of blood pressure and stroke.
Brain Power:
200 students at a Twickenham school were helped through their exams this year by eating bananas at
breakfast, break, and lunch in a bid to boost their brain power. Research has shown that the potassiumpacked fruit can assist learning by making pupils more alert.
Constipation:
High in fiber, including bananas in the diet can help restore normal bowel action, helping to overcome the
problem without resorting to laxatives.
Hangovers:
One of the quickest ways of curing a hangover is to make a banana milkshake, sweetened with honey. The
banana calms the stomach and, with the help of the honey, builds up depleted blood sugar levels, while the
milk soothes and re-hydrates your system.

Heartburn:
Bananas have a natural antacid effect in the body, so if you suffer from heartburn, try eating a banana for
soothing relief.
Morning Sickness:
Snacking on bananas between meals helps to keep blood sugar levels up and avoid morning sickness.
Mosquito bites:
Before reaching for the insect bite cream, try rubbing the affected area with the inside of a banana skin.
Many people find it amazingly successful at reducing swelling and irritation.
Nerves:
Bananas are high in B vitamins that help calm the nervous system.
Overweight and at work?
Studies at the Institute of Psychology in Austria found pressure at work leads to gorging on comfort food like
chocolate and chips. Looking at 5,000 hospital patients, researchers found the most obese were more likely
to be in high-pressure jobs. The report concluded that, to avoid panic-induced food cravings, we need to
control our blood sugar levels by snacking on high carbohydrate foods every two hours to keep levels steady.
Ulcers:
The banana is used as the dietary food against intestinal disorders because of its soft texture and
smoothness. It is the only raw fruit that can be eaten without distress in over-chronicler cases. It also
neutralizes over-acidity and reduces irritation by coating the lining of the stomach.
Temperature control:
Many other cultures see bananas as a "cooling" fruit that can lower both the physical and emotional
temperature of expectant mothers. In Thailand , for example, pregnant women eat bananas to ensure their
baby is born with a cool temperature
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD):
Bananas can help SAD sufferers because they contain the natural mood enhancer tryptophan.
Smoking:
Bananas can also help people trying to give up smoking. The B6, B12 they contain, as well as the potassium
and magnesium found in them, help the body recover from the effects of nicotine withdrawal.
Stress:
Potassium is a vital mineral, which helps normalize the heartbeat, sends oxygen to the brain and regulates
your body's water balance. When we are stressed, our metabolic rate rises, thereby reducing our potassium
levels. These can be rebalanced with the help of a high-potassium banana snack
Strokes:
According to research in "The New England Journal of Medicine," eating bananas as part of a regular diet can
cut the risk of death by strokes by as much as 40%!
So, a banana really is a natural remedy for many ills. When you compare it to an apple, it has four times the
protein, twice the carbohydrates, three times the phosphorus, five times the vitamin A and iron, and twice
the other vitamins and minerals. It is also rich in potassium and is one of the best value foods around. So
maybe it is time to change that well-known phrase so that we say, "A banana a day keeps the doctor away!"

Painkillers and exercise – a potentially lethal combo
If you’re an avid exerciser, the temptation to ‘push through the pain’ can be tempting – but there
are some things you should know before you pop a painkiller to mask the pain.
Exercising on certain medications – such as chronic medication - is unavoidable. Yet many of us use
painkillers and anti-inflammatory medicines to mask pain so they can continue with their training.
Why would we do this?
Well, if you’ve been training for a marathon (or other sporting event) for months on end and
suddenly you experience some form of pain that interferes with your training as race day draws
near, the temptation to dull the pain until after the race you trained so hard for is over can be all too
tempting.
While this may help you continue with your training programme, it also merely disguises the fact
that the body is experiencing pain – which could be indicative of a deeper, underlying issue that
could be exasperated by continued exercise.
Risks of painkillers and exercise.
It can lead to overtraining, which carries its own burden of risk.
If you’re considering a career as an athlete, be extra-careful before taking any painkiller medication,
as many experts believe “painkillers fulfil all the requirements of a doping substance".
Continued use of certain painkiller meds can also not only lead to long-term health issues, but also
painkiller addiction.
In one study, researchers interviewed 4 000 runners at the Bonn Marathon in 2010 about their use
of painkillers and the effect they had. They found that runners using painkillers had a 13% increased
risk of "adverse events" including muscle cramps and intestinal cramps.
This may not sound too debilitating, but this can cause colonic seepage or intestinal leakage into the
bloodstream which in turn may result in higher levels of inflammation – tempting the athlete to take
more medication.
They also found that the painkillers, used by more than half the runners in the marathon, blocked
certain enzymes which regulate the production some hormone-like substances that play a role in the
contraction and relaxation of muscle tissue. This can lead to injury over time.

Another study, in the journal Medicine and Science in Sports and Medicine focused on the effects of
taking ibuprofen before or during a workout, and found that ibuprofen (a commonly used antiinflammatory medication) lead to an aggravated exercise-induced intestinal injury and even caused
"gut barrier dysfunction" in some athletes.
The researchers of this study concluded that using anti-inflammatory pain medications before or
during exercise is “not harmless” and advised that “use of such medications should be discouraged”.
Fortunately most coaches and trainers advise against the use of anti-inflamatories during exercise as
they can often not only mask the problem and allow the athlete to continue exercising without
allowing the body time to heal.
However, exercising on some medications is often unavoidable – such as with chronic health
conditions – and others don’t have such a dramatic effect, but it’s always advisable to understand
the risks.
Some cold medications, certain diet pills, allergy remedies and herbal teas may contain compounds
that contain caffeine, which can elevate the heart rate, leading to unwanted side-effects in some
people such as heart palpitations.
Some medications can alter your resting heart rate and your maximal heart rate, and if your training
programme is reliant on your tracking your progress through a heart rate monitor, this could be
detrimental to your training.
If you have been using a certain medication for an extended period of time, while engaging in
regular exercise, overtime this could also affect the way your body responds to certain medications.
For example, exercise has been shown to increase sensitivity to some psychoactive medications such
as antidepressants, whereas regular exercise has been shown to decrease the need for high blood
pressure medication over time.
Generally however, the smart thing to do is advise your doctor what type of exercise you engage in
and how regularly when they prescribe you any medication. Rather safe than sorry.
References:
Medication and exercise interactions.
Aggravation of Exercise-Induced Intestinal Injury by Ibuprofen in Athletes.
BBC News and Science.

My journey to finally hear “YOU ARE AN IRONMAN” Elizma Jordaan
It has been such a challenging yet amazing journey. I am not even sure where to start...

I am a real runner
I have always been a runner. I dreamt of getting my green number after my 10th Comrades. I did my first
Comrades in 2010 and soon after that I was diagnosed with a back problem that would prevent me from doing
anything more than 10 km on a treadmill (according to my Neurosurgeon). I tried to prove him wrong but as
soon as I started pushing distances my back acted up.
I went through quite a rough time trying to accept that my ultra running days are over at an age of 25.
I always thought that I will do a 70.3 (half ironman) one day but my love for running always seemed to override
that idea.

Transition from running to triathlons
I moved back to Johannesburg in 2013 and knew I needed a new challenge to keep me out of trouble, focused
and motivated, so I entered Bela Bela 5150 (1.5km swim/40km cycle/10km run) in August and joined “Dare to
Tri” academy since I had no idea where to start or how to train. I called it my leap of faith and knew that
everything I need to know to get me to 70.3 in 2014 will come as the time is right.
“Dare to tri” send me weekly, well put together programs. I also joined a triathlon swimming group to just
teach me the basics since the thought of swimming was very daunting.
I did Bela Bela with my Mountain bike and did not put my head in the water once for the whole 1.5 km. I loved
the experience but knew I had a lot of work ahead of me, especially getting myself to comfortably swim in
open water as well as getting my weight down.
I reconnected with an AWESOME friend who also does triathlons and was busy training for 70.3 as well. He
told me about the “Paleo” diet from Prof Tim Noakes. I gave it a 3 week probation period and loved it. I really
did not think I could cut out my carbs and not crave it. I had a lot of energy and the weight came down. I
started looking more like an athlete...a triathlete ;-)))
I started joining friends for open water swim sessions in Emmarentia dam.
I was very fortunate to get a road bike as a birthday present and was on my way to becoming a triathlete.
nd

My 2 Olympic distance triathlon in Germiston went very well. I did my 10 km in 45 min and that gave me a
sub 3 hour Olympic distance triathlon. I was very chuffed with my performance and was very excited for my
next challenge which was 70.3 Buffalo City (1.9km swim/90km cycle/21km run).
My cycling became stronger as I did a 3.25 with 94.7 and I got to a stage where I could comfortably swim in
open water and was even able to “sight” while doing it.
Going from crazy to super crazy
As 70.3 approached my training partners started nagging me to put my name on the waiting list for full
Ironman. I thought it was crazy at the time but I did put my name on the waiting list none the less. I was
number 890. I argued if I get in I will take it as a sign that I have to do it. I received my confirmation email that I
got in for Ironman South Africa a week before 70.3. I was completely stunned, scared, but very excited.

I had a great first 70.3 although no one can prepare you for those hills on the bike course. It was a tough race
but the experience is amazing and extremely liberating. I managed a 6.20!
Now we had 9 weeks to go from 90km on the bike to 180km, 21km to 42km on the run and 1.9 km to 3.8km
on the swim.
I called the 9 weeks my “65 happy training days”. I loved every bit of the training and so did my back. I had
absolutely no issues or complications with my back during the 10 months of training.
There were great moments like when you realize you just did a 160 km training ride or (the one that amazed
me the most) my 4km swim sessions in Emmarentia dam.
How much do you want to hear “YOU ARE AN IRONMAN”?
I flew down to PE knowing that I haven’t been this ready for a race since Comrades. I haven’t felt that
confidence in a very long time. I took in every moment when I was there. The “race briefing”, training swim in
the ocean and the “bike check in”.
The morning of Ironman South Africa I was calm until they pinned me 6.50 am on Sunday 6 April. The
swimming went fine but the bike course was very, very tough. There were times where I considered crying but
realized that is not going to help me except take energy I need to fight the wind against me. The wind was
horrible...I got off my bike and had to sit in transition for a while just to mentally prepare myself for the 42km
stretched out ahead of me. I told myself “You just need to stick to the plan” which was 6min/km and walk
every 2 km. I started running and felt great. I stuck to my plan for the first 14 km. I even started picking up my
pace over the next 14 km and felt amazing. I really gave it my all in the last 5 km and finished the marathon in
a time of 4.15 and overall finishing time of 13.25... I can’t explain how amazing it is to hear....”YOU ARE AN
IRONMAN”.

This journey made me realize the sky is the limit. It made me realize so much about myself
and what you can accomplish if you put your mind to it. Will I do it again? Most definitely 

Normal people change the world -

by Stephan Joubert

What can a plain old shoemaker do to change the world in honor of the Lord? That was the challenge facing
William Carey (1761-1834). Then he became a part-time minister in a local English town. But his pain for the
world’s God-need grew stronger every day. On a day, at a local meeting of religious leaders in Northampton,
he asked the attendees if it’s not the calling of all believers to serve the world with the good news of Christ.
According to legend a well-known church leader then stood up and told him: “Sit down, young man! If a
sovereign God wants to convert the heathen, he doesn’t need you to do it.” Carey later wrote how upset he
was at such people who knew the exact details of God’s plans without ever moving a finger to make a
difference. This never-ending religious virus reminds me of the words of the character Morpheus in The
Matrix: “You have to understand, most of these people are … so hopelessly dependent on the system that they
will fight to protect it.”
In any case, Carey went to India. Here he worked very hard with his family for years in utterly trying
circumstances before they saw the first convert. That was Krishna Pal. Carey writes about him in his diary: “He
was only one, but a continent was coming behind him.” Pal later died as a martyr. Still, Carey persevered and
translated the Bible into Sanskrit, Bengali, Marathi and Punjabi. Today, he’s rightly regarded as the father of
modern missions.
No, we don’t all have to go to India to live and work effectively for the Lord. But we who consider ourselves
followers of Christ all have one and the same calling. All of us, no matter whether we are housewives,
pensioners, pupils, unemployed or ministers, are called and sent as full-time missionaries. All disciples of Christ
have undergone a heart transplant. In each of our chests a merciful heart beats for a broken world. That’s why
disciples can’t help but direct their lives to where this heavenly heart beat points — on those in need and
searching for God, and on building up the kingdom of God.

Net Nataniël kan ‘n ding so raak sê !!!
Wees altyd dankbaar vir alles wat jy het en lewe eenvoudig. Hoe minder goeters jy het, hoe minder
wharries het jy ..en hoe lekkerder slaap jy!
Wees onvoorwaardelik lief vir jou gesin en familie en aanvaar elkeen presies net soos hy/sy daar is
...vriende kan jy kies, familie nie!
Moenie toelaat dat jou brein muf met 'issues' soos onvergewensgesindheid, skuldgevoelens of
grudges nie ..sorteer alle stront uit nog voor die son sak!
Hardloop jou lewens-spiedomitir in die rooi ...help waar jy kan en lewe voluit terwyl jy nog lewe in
jou het ...'use it - or lose it'!
Geniet die eenvoudige dinge. Die 'image'-goed en 'keeping up with the Jones' is sommer 'n pot snot
...hulle (die Jones') sit in elk geval nou in Ozzie.
Al wys die 'replay' duidelik dat hy verkeerd is ...maak vrede met die ref se beslissings en jy sal dadelik
beter voel!
Vermy bedompige gyms wat stink na yuppie-spray waar hooter-neuse in snaakse Star Wars klere
soos hamsters op gevriesde fietse sit en trap ...kry oefening deur te gaan stap langs die see of in die
veld of 'n rêrige fiets te ry ..doen iets in die buitelug, maar moenie in die strate op en af draf nie, dis
'common' en maak ander mense skuldig voel.
As jy 'n 'no-name brand' T-Shirt sien wat jy laaik, koop dit .....na moer met die name-goed wat jy in
elk geval nie kan bekostig nie - solank dit net gemaklik pas.. Laat andere maar hul geld mors op goed
wat hulle vals selfvertroue in hul eie plestiek-wêreld gee!
Lag dikwels .....lank en lekker, dit hou jou gesond! Haal diep asem, drink meer water as wat jy moet
en kou jou kos fyn. Eet meer van die goed wat mens pluk of uit die grond grawe. Moet nooit alleen
alkohol gebruik nie en wanneer jy ietsie vat .....hou matigheid voor oë ..ALTYD!
Behou jou grapgat vrinne en vermy die suurgatte ...hulle is 'demoralising' en trek jou af na hulle vlak.
Jou huis is jou plek en daar leef jy soos JY wil, too hell met die snobs ..en die beste kar is een wat
klaar betaal is!
Stel God EERSTE en alle ander goed sal self in plek val ...hê geloof!
Sê vir mense dat jy vir hulle omgee ......môre trek jy dalk jou hout-jas aan, dan's dit te laat!

Sponsors Page.
Please support our sponsors, they support Vaal Athletic Club.

Our Main sponsor for the Vaal Marathon for 19 Years.

MRG is the industrial roofing and structural specialist. MRG is a registered asbestos removal contractor
Supply and install Stainless Steel, Polycarb, Galvanised, Chromadeck and Nutec sheeting. Design and install lifeline systems.
.

One of the longest serving water points on the Cape Gate Vaal Marathon.

Carl Bechem
BECHEM develops, produces and sells high performance lubricants and additives all over the world.
Our special solutions in the fields of speciality lubricants, industrial lubricants and lubricants for metal
working and forming technology are based on the latest tribological knowledge.
The sponsor of our Comrades tops for many a year!

CCG is recognised as one of the major specialised manufacturers of cable glands and junction boxes in the
world.

If there is any business who would like to advertise in our Newsletter
every month, we would gladly do so at a nominal annual fee.
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